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Welcome to the world of AI-powered book promotion! In today's rapidly 

evolving digital landscape, authors and publishers face the challenge of standing 

out in a sea of content and capturing the attention of their target audience. This 

is where the revolutionary power of AI and ChatGPT comes into play, offering a 

game-changing solution to enhance your book promotion strategy and boost 

your sales. 

 

The origins of AI can be traced back to the early days of computing when 

pioneers like Alan Turing and John McCarthy laid the foundation for intelligent 

machines. However, it wasn't until recent advancements in deep learning and 

natural language processing that AI truly began to flourish. In particular, 

OpenAI's ChatGPT, built upon the GPT architecture, has emerged as a cutting-

edge language model capable of generating human-like text and engaging in 

dynamic conversations. 

 

With its vast knowledge base, ChatGPT has become a valuable ally for authors 

and publishers looking to harness the power of AI. The Market Master AI kit 

unleashes the potential of ChatGPT in specific areas crucial to your book 

marketing success.  

 

Each of the prompts in this collection has been meticulously crafted by the 

expert prompt engineer, self-confessed ‘AI Adrenaline Junkie’ and highly 

successful author and publisher Simon Hodgkinson.  With his vast experience in 

digital publishing and deep understanding of what it takes to successfully launch 

and sell books online, Simon’s prompts address the unique challenges and goals 

of digital content publishers, non-fiction independent authors, and business 

coaches seeking to promote and sell their books online. 

  



Now, let's delve into the contents of the Market Master AI kit and explore the 

game-changing benefits it offers: 

 

1. Powerhouse Press Release: Craft persuasive press releases that captivate 

media attention and create buzz around your new work. The Powerhouse 

Press Release prompt acts as an experienced Public Relations Specialist, 

leveraging its expertise to generate press releases that resonate with your 

target audience. 

 

2. Caster Content Plan: Plan your written content effectively and stay 

organized with the help of the Caster Content Plan prompt. This personal 

content strategist guides you in creating a comprehensive content plan 

tailored to your book marketing needs, ensuring your message reaches 

the right channels at the right time. 

 

3. Mogul Media Pitch: Maximize your book's exposure by mastering the art 

of media pitching. The Mogul Media Pitch prompt taps into the expertise 

of an experienced PR consultant, helping you craft compelling media 

pitches that grab the attention of journalists and influencers. 

 

4. Genius Guest Post: Extend your reach and engage with new audiences 

through guest posting. The Genius Guest Post prompt channels the skills 

of an experienced guest post writer, generating captivating content that 

aligns with the tone and style of the platform you're targeting. 

 

5. Sniper Social Post: Engage your audience effectively on social media 

platforms with the Sniper Social Post tool. Acting as your in-house social 

media strategist, this prompt creates posts that not only attract attention 

but also resonate with your followers, sparking conversations and driving 

engagement. 

 



The Market Master AI kit doesn't stop there; it offers a comprehensive toolkit to 

cover all aspects of book promotion. Each prompt serves as your personal AI 

assistant, designed to empower you in the digital marketing realm. Harness the 

power of AI to reach new heights in your book promotion endeavours. 

 

Now, let's explore the remaining seven prompts included in this kit: 

 

6. Rocket Review Response: Craft thoughtful responses to book reviews, 

both positive and negative, with the help of the Rocket Review Response 

prompt. This prompt acts as your customer service professional, ensuring 

your interactions with reviewers leave a positive impression. 

 

7. Professor Podcast Pitch: Capitalize on the popularity of podcasts by 

crafting compelling pitches to secure podcast appearances. The Professor 

Podcast Pitch prompt works as your on-demand PR expert, helping you 

create pitches that intrigue hosts and entice their listeners. 

 

8. Ninja Newsletter Content: Keep your subscribers informed and interested 

with captivating newsletter content. The Ninja Newsletter Content tool 

acts as your seasoned newsletter writer, ensuring your newsletters are 

engaging, informative, and drive reader loyalty. 

 

9. Ace Ad Copy: Attract new readers with attention-grabbing ad copy. The 

Ace Ad Copy prompt is your expert ad copywriter, available 24/7 to create 

persuasive text that hooks potential readers and compels them to take 

action. 

 

10. Dominator Description Copy: Captivate potential readers with persuasive 

book descriptions. The Dominator Description Copy prompt generates 

captivating and compelling descriptions that highlight the unique aspects 

of your book, leaving readers eager to discover more. 

  


